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It is no wonder why Californians hold the secret to making the perfect salad: lettuce and all types of

greens are one of the major crops coming out of California, and who better to trust in handling these

greens with care?Lifelong Californian Michele Anna Jordan is, according to Mollie Katzen, "the

quintessential expert on California cuisine" and first channeled this expertise into the successful

book, California Home Cooking. Since then, she has been perfecting her salad-making craft over

several decades as a chef, caterer, food columnist, and cookbook author. In Vinaigrettes and Other

Dressings, she shares her wisdom about the most critical component in any salad: its

dressing.About half of the recipes in Vinaigrettes and Other Dressings are riffs on the classic

vinegar-and-olive-oil vinaigrette. But Michele take the formula in surprising and delicious directions,

sometimes by using flavored vinegars (either store-bought or flavored by the home cook),

sometimes by using dark vs. light or mild vs. strong olive oils, sometimes by switching out the olive

oil for another oil, and always by adding flavoring elements like berries, citrus, honey, bacon, nuts,

mustard and even wines and sherries (There is a whole art to selecting the right wines to make a

given dressing, and the California-bred Jordan has the perfect skills here, too.). The remaining

recipes include: milk- or cream-based dressings, dressings that start with a base of finely pureed

fruits or vegetables, and dressings that feature a distinctively flavored oil, such as walnut oil or

hazelnut oil. While the emphasis is on dressings for green salads and which greens pair best with

each dressing, there are ample ideas for other uses, such as green bean, potato, and other veggie

salads, as well as fruit salads and dinner salads that include meats or fish. The recipes will be

accompanied by colorful photographs, and plenty of tips to guide the home cookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

creativity in the kitchen.
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I love this book and the many dressings I've made from it. Wanting to eat more salads, good grains

etc., this was a no-brainer.I love the warm bacon-maple vinaigrette, it goes nicely on just about any

lettuces and additions you like best, or have on hand. Second fave might be white miso vinaigrette.

With the emphasis on eating more fresh fruits and vegetables, and adding the benefits of vinegars

to our diets, this cookbook was a no-brainer to buy. I have over one hundred cookbooks, but this

one is a delight because of the variety and quality of the recipes. The combinations of such different

flavors are so much fun to try, too!

If you tend to get in a rut with salad dressings, this book is for you. It's a revelation to find there are

SO MANY OTHER uses for vinaigrettes. Potato salad, marinades for grilled vegetables, seafood,

meat, grain salads... the list goes on and on. Another delight is the use of unusual--and

delicious--ingredients like absinthe, yogurt (in a dressing! yes!), melon juice. I love this book and

look forward to trying new recipes all the time.

I like to make my own dressings as it is super easy and healthy, and this book gives me so many

recipes. I first borrowed it from the library and then decided I had to purchase it. Have made quite a

few including a green goddess that was delish. I cheat and use my immersion blender to create

most of my dressings and then put them in a mason jar. No extra chemicals needed as store bought

may have some things I can't pronounce.

Well, I found my dream cook books and will NEVER repeat NEVER buy bottled dressing again the



in the store....it is now Homemade or it isn't at all.Great book amazing ideas and Michele Anna

Jordan makes it so easy and tastes so good!!!

Good recipes for vinaigrettes are hard to find, actually, and ready-made dressings are usually

deficient in my opinion. This is a practical, and good source for quick delicious vinaigrettes. Happy

with the book. The order was dispatched quickly and the process was easy.

Will never buy store bought dressings again. Great recipes.

good for vinaigrettes. wish there were more recipes included creamier dressings. As far as what

they said they offer "Vinaigrettes" good.
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